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Collection Summary

Collection Title: Fiat lux photographs documenting the University of California

Date (inclusive): 1964-1966

Collection Number: UARC PIC 18

Creator: Adams, Ansel

Extent: 605 photographs11 digital objects (11 images)

Repository: The Bancroft Library.
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-6000
Phone: (510) 642-6481
Fax: (510) 642-7589
Email: bancref@library.berkeley.edu
URL: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/

Languages Represented: Collection materials are in English

Physical Location: Many of the Bancroft Library collections are stored offsite and advance notice may be required for use. For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the library's online catalog.

Access

RESTRICTED photographic prints. Use only by the permission of the University Archivist. No viewing prints available.

FOR REFERENCE USE ONLY. Reproduction prohibited: Direct requests for copies or permission to publish to the California Museum of Photography, University of California at Riverside.

Preferred Citation

[Identification of item], Fiat Lux Photographs Documenting the University of California, UARC PIC 18, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley

Alternate Forms Available

Digital reproductions of selected images are available.

Scope and Content Note

Photographs were taken to document the varied activities, facilities, and personnel of the University of California throughout the state. A selection of the views were published in Ansel Adam's Fiat lux, the University of California (a centennial publication of the University of California).

Note

Prints are shelved in oversize boxes (UARC PIC 1800).
Lick Observatory, view West from look-out tower, fog in valley. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:001
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view from road to the West. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:002
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view North from summit. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:003
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view North from summit. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:004
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view West from Mt. Hamilton. 1964 July UARC PIC 1800:005
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view Southwest from summit. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:006
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of rock and wild oats. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:007
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of 120 inch telescope mirror. 1964 July UARC PIC 1800:008
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of 120 inch telescope mirror, dropped from telescope. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:009
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of 120 inch telescope mirror, partially tilted 1964 UARC PIC 1800:010
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of 120 inch telescope mirror, partially tilted and moved forward. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:011
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of 120 inch telescope mirror, partially tilted and moved forward. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:012
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lick Observatory, view of 120 inch telescope mirror, partially tilted and moved forward 1964 UARC PIC 1800:013
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, man on horse. 1933? UARC PIC 1800:014
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Noted on back of print, "Early negative, 1933?"
UC Davis, man on haywagon with horse team. 1933? UARC PIC 1800:015
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Noted on back of print, "Early negative, 1933?"

UC Davis, cows in dairy barn. 1933? UARC PIC 1800:016
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Noted on back of print, "Early negative, 1933?"

UC Davis, agricultural handbook and slide rule. 1933? UARC PIC 1800:017
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Noted on back of print, "Early negative, 1933?"

UC Davis, two trees, pool and field. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:018
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, trees and pool. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:019
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, water flow irrigation lab. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:020
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, water flow irrigation laboratory. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:021
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station - White Mountain Peak. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:022
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain Peak from south. 1964
   UARC PIC 1800:023
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain Peak from South, massive rocks on left. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:024
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain Peak from south, rocky foreground. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:025
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain peak from south. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:026
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain peak from south. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:027
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain peak from south. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:028
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, White Mountain peak from south. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:029
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, Gas analysis apparatus. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:030
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, gas analysis apparatus, White Mountain peak in background. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:031
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, gas analysis apparatus, White Mountain peak in background. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:032
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, bristlecone pine tree, Sierra Nevada mountain range in distance. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:033
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, bristlecone pine tree, Sierra Nevada mountain range in distance. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:034
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, bristlecone pine tree. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:035
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, bristlecone pine tree, near tree and distant tree. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:036
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, close up of tree trunk. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:037
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, in the bristlecone forest area, close up of trees. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:038
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, bristlecone pine area. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:039
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, bristlecone pine area. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:040
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, top of dead bristlecone pine. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:041
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

White Mountain Research Station, detail of dead bristlecone pine trunk. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:042
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
White Mountain Research Station, detail of dead bristlecone pine trunk. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:043

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, 85 foot antennae. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:044

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, 85 foot antennae. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:045

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, 85 foot antennae from the east. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:046

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station - 85 foot antennae. 1964
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, 85 foot antennae. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:048

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, gears of the 85 foot antennae. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:049

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, gears of the 85 foot antennae. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:050

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, gears of the 85 foot antennae, view up from the base. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:051

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hat Creek Radio Astronomy Station, Dr. Dave Cudabock adjusting the parametric receiver. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:052

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

President Lyndon B. Johnson speaking at UCLA Charter Day. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:053

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCSF Medical Center from tower of DeYoung Museum in Golden Gate Park 1964
UARC PIC 1800:054

Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel

UC San Francisco Pediatric Clinic, Nurse Mrs. Kahely and Dr. Gross. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:055

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Pediatric Clinic, child entering weight room. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:056

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Pediatric Clinic, child entering weight room. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:057

Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC San Francisco Pediatric Clinic, child entering weight room. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:058
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Pediatric Clinic, twin boys in the weighing room. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:059
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Pediatric Clinic, twin boys in the weighing room. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:060
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, Langley Porter Clinic, Miss Barbara August,
neuro-psychological research. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:061 ark:/28722/bk0016v2s8d
  Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, women's orthopedic ward 1964 UARC PIC 1800:062
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, preliminary check of patient in cardiac catheter room,
Dr. Vermies and Mike Brown. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:063
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, preliminary check of patient in cardiac catheter room,
Dr. Vermies and Mike Brown. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:064
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, setting microtome knife. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:065
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, adjusting microtome knife. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:066
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, heart pump. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:067
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, heart pump. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:068
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, open heart surgery, surgeon's hands. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:069
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, open heart surgery, two surgeons. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:070
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, insertion of heart valve. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:071
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, Orthodontics, Dr. Robert Cantor's hands. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:072
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC San Francisco Medical Center, Orthodontics, Dr. Robert Cantor's hands. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:073
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, Orthodontics, Dr. Robert Cantor's hands. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:074
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, Orthodontics, Dr. Robert Cantor's hands. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:075
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:076
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:077
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, northwest from Coyote Canyon. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:078
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, rock configuration. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:079
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, rock and tree. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:080
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, barrel cactus and rocks. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:081
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, barrel cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:082
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, barrel cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:083
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, barrel cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:084
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, barrel cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:085
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, cholas cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:086
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, cholas cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:087
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, cholas cactus. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:088
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, *cholas cactus*. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:089
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, *cholas cactus*. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:090
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, palm and shadow near waterhole. 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:092
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, palm and shadow near waterhole. 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:093
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, palm and shadow near waterhole. 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:094
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Dr. Lloyd Tevis Jr., Director. 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:095
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Dr. Lloyd Tevis Jr., Director. 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:096
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Dr. Mark Ryan (mammologist). 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:097
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Dr. Mark Ryan (mammologist) in Coyote Canyon.
  1965 UARC PIC 1800:098
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Dr. Mark Ryan (mammologist) in Coyote Canyon.
  1965 UARC PIC 1800:099
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Phillip L. Boyd, Deep Canyon Ranch. 1965
  UARC PIC 1800:100
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Philip L. Boyd Deep Canyon Ranch, young palms.
  1965 UARC PIC 1800:101
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Philip L. Boyd Deep Canyon Ranch, palos verde
tree and palms. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:102
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Philip L. Boyd Deep Canyon Ranch, palos verde tree and palms. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:103
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Pack Rat Mountain, Ocotillo. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:104
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Pack Rat Mountain, Ocotillo. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:105
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Pack Rat Mountain, Ocotillo. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:106
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Queen Canyon, single dead tree. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:107
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Jingle Dean Tree, Deep Canyon from Santa Rosa mountain road. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:108
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, pine foliage in foreground, Deep Canyon from Santa Rosa mountain road. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:109
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, pine foliage in foreground, Deep Canyon from Santa Rosa mountain road. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:110
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, trees, Deep Canyon from Santa Rosa mountain road. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:111
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon from Santa Rosa mountain road, near water hole and palm tree. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:112
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, Coyote Canyon. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:113
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, northeast view. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:114
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, flood, canyon view, east. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:115
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, Coyote Canyon. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:116
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, Coyote Canyon. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:117
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, mountain sheep country. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:118
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, southwest typical canyon view. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:119
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, rocky dark background. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:120
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, rocky dark background. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:121
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, rocky dark background. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:122
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, desert plants. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:123
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, desert plants. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:124
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, from first overlook, desert plants. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:125
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, packrat nest in desert plant. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:126
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon, rock near end of road. 1965
UARC PIC 1800:127
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:128
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:129
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:130
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:131
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:132
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:133
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:134
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, Deep Canyon rock detail. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:135
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Deep Canyon Desert Research Station, area north of Deep Canyon, desert plant and rocks. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:136
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, aerial view west. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:137
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, aerial view northwest. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:138
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, aerial view east. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:139
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, 16th floor of new services building. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:140
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:141
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:142
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:143
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:144
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:145
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:146
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:147
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:148
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:149
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower from University Hall roof. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:150
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, North facade. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:151
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, North facade. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:152
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, North facade. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:153
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, North facade. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:154
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, North facade. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:155
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, entrance of Le Conte Hall. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:156
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, entrance of Le Conte Hall. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:157
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley campus, view looking west. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:158
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   ark:/28722/bk0016v2s9z
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Charter Hill, Strawberry Canyon eucalyptus grove. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:159
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

High voltage transmission tower and cows. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:160
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

High voltage transmission tower and cows. **1965** UARC PIC 1800:161
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Santa Barbara, birds on a beach. **1966** UARC PIC 1800:162
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Theater Arts building. **1966** UARC PIC 1800:163
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Theater Arts building. **1966** UARC PIC 1800:164
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Theater Arts building. **1966** UARC PIC 1800:165
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, view west from Big C Hill. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:166
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, view west from Big C Hill, into the sun. 1966
   UARC PIC 1800:167
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, view west from Big C Hill, into the sun. 1966
   UARC PIC 1800:168
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, view west from Big C Hill, into the sun. 1966
   UARC PIC 1800:169
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower, view west from Big C Hill, into the sun. 1966
   UARC PIC 1800:170
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley campus, various architecture. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:171
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:172
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Gate. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:173
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Gate. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:174
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Gate. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:175
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Gate, from roof of Wheeler Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:176
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Gate, from roof of Wheeler Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:177
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Gate, from roof of Wheeler Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:178
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower with sunspot. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:179
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower with sunspot. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:180
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Sather Tower with sunspot. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:181
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Berkeley, old scales and original gold nugget in the Bancroft Library. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:182
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, old scales and original gold nugget in the Bancroft Library. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:183
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Mechanical Arts Building. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:184
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Engineering Building. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:185
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Faculty Grove, East Hall in the background. circa 1930s UARC PIC 1800:186
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Adlai Stevenson receiving honorary degree at the Greek Theater on
Charter Day, Clark Kerr at the podium. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:187
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Adlai Stevenson receiving honorary degree at the Greek Theater on
Charter Day, Clark Kerr at the podium. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:188
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Adlai Stevenson receiving honorary degree at the Greek Theater on
Charter Day. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:189
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Adlai Stevenson receiving honorary degree at the Greek Theater on
Charter Day. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:190
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Adlai Stevenson receiving honorary degree at the Greek Theater on
Charter Day. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:191
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Adlai Stevenson receiving honorary degree at the Greek Theater on
Charter Day. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:192
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Lawrence Moe at the pipe organ in Hertz Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:193
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Lawrence Moe at the pipe organ in Hertz Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:194
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Lawrence Moe at the pipe organ in Hertz Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:195
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Berkeley, Dr. Lawrence Moe at the pipe organ in Hertz Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:196
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Construction of parking structure. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:197
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Santa Cruz barns. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:198
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, first day of registration. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:199
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, trailers and construction debris. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:200
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Santa Cruz, detail of barn. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:201
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Santa Cruz, detail of barn. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:202
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Santa Cruz, close up of tree roots. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:203
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Imperial Valley, CA, covered vegetables in field. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:204
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Imperial Valley, CA, covered vegetables in field. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:205
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Imperial Valley, CA, cotton fields. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:206
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Hertz Hall, O’Hanlon sculpture in view. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:207
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:208
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Colin Young. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:209
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Henry Moore sculpture. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:210
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, David Smith sculpture. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:211
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, building and sprinklers. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:212
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Riverside, Dr. Oswald Jonas with First Editions of musical compositions. 1966  
UARC PIC 1800:213  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, breezeway. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:214  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, students in the library. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:215  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, view from range. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:216  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, large oak tree. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:217  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, large oak tree, grass and sun. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:218  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, general view of range. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:219  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, general view of range. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:220  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, general view of range. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:221  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, watershed experiment. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:222  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Hopland Field Station, watershed experiment, pool and hills. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:223  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Sacramento Valley rice fields. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:224  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Sacramento Valley rice fields. 1966 May UARC PIC 1800:225  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Matthews, fore pond spill. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:226  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, Lettuce picking machine. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:227  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, Lettuce picking machine, with two men. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:228
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Ms. Pamela Nelson, honor student, on stairs. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:229
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Linguistic laboratory, Dr. Pierre Delettre. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:230
  Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Linguistic laboratory, Dr. Pierre Delettre. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:231
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Linguistic laboratory, Voice drum. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:232
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, taping lectures for television, Dr. Edward L. Triplett. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:233
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, taping lectures for television, Dr. Edward L. Triplett. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:234
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, sculpture class. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:235
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara Art Department, Sculpture welding. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:236
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, lettuce tape-seeding machine scale model, Mr. George Giannini, lab technician. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:237
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Electron gun particle emittor, 76 inch cyclotron. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:238
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Genetics, Dr. G. Ledyard Stebbins. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:239
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, controlled pollination experiment. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:240
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Large Animal Clinic, Dr. Wheat, students and horse. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:241
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Small Animal Clinic, dog with head nurse. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:242
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Virus experimental area, orchard, Dr. Nyland, plant pathology. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:243
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Davis, Virus experimental area, orchard, Dr. Nyland, plant pathology. 1966  
UARC PIC 1800:244  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Dr. Nyland, plant pathologist. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:245  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, old olive trees experimental area. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:246  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, students in library building. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:247  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, students in library building. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:248  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, students in library building. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:249  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, librarian in library building, Dr. J. Richard Blanchard. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:250  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, cellars enology building, Mr. George McCook. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:251  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, cellars enology building, Mr. George McCook. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:252  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, "Lost Wax" casting, Tio Giambruni. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:253  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, bicycles in library court. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:254  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Eucalyptus tree, library in distance. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:255  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Eucalyptus tree, library in distance, two people in picture. 1966  
UARC PIC 1800:256  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Humanities Building and pool. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:257  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Humanities Building and arches. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:258  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Humanities Building and arches. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:259  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Humanities Building and arches. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:260  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Riverside, Dr. John T. Middleton, air pollution research in green house. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:261
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Professor C. Bartholomew on horse mounting stoop. 1964 UARC PIC 1800:262
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, abstract lighting device, apartment plaza on west side. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:263
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, abstract lighting device, apartment plaza on west side. 1964
UARC PIC 1800:264
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, quad with bicycles. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:265
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, pipe organ in Hertz Hall, Dr. Lawrence Moe at consul. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:266
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, pipe organ in Hertz Hall, Dr. Lawrence Moe at consul. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:267
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Henry Moore sculpture in north campus area, University Research Library in the background. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:268
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Library. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:269
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Tower of Masks in the Theater Arts building. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:270
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA seeded warrior and art masks, Ethnic Arts Exhibit. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:271
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Ethnic Art Exhibit, masks. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:272
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Ethnic Art Exhibit, figure at exhibit entrance. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:273
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Social Science building, passageway view north. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:274
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Mr. J. W. Huffman and Monterey County farm advisor. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:275
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, strawberry fields. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:276
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, earth and water. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:277
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, earth and water. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:278
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, earth and water. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:279
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, harvesting broccoli. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:280
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, harvesting broccoli. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:281
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, sugar beets. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:282
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, irrigated fields. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:283
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, irrigated fields. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:284
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, strawberry fields with plastic covers for fumigation. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:285
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, barley field near Fairfield. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:286
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, cattle north of Stony Ford. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:287
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, cattle north of Stony Ford. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:288
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Salinas Valley, cattle north of Stony Ford. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:289
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

San Diego fountain, into the sun. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:290
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, breezeway. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:291
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC San Diego, breezeway. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:292
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, breezeway. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:293
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, breezeway. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:294
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego Library, The Blake Collection, Dr. M. Voight. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:296
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, J.G.P.P., Dr. Walter Munk. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:298
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, J.G.P.P., Dr. Walter Munk and deep sea tidal recorder. 1966
   UARC PIC 1800:299
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, J.G.P.P., Dr. Walter Munk and recording strips. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:300
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs on deck of the SS Thomas Washington, UC San Diego, IGPP. 1968
   UARC PIC 1800:301
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs on deck of the SS Thomas Washington, UC San Diego, IGPP. 1968
   UARC PIC 1800:302
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Dr. Nagy. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:303
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Cleaning Bristle Cone Pine shavings. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:304
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Dr. George Bien, Carbon 14 Lab. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:305
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Dr. Geoffrey Burbidge. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:306
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Dr. Margaret Burbidge. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:307
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Instructor, Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:308
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Student, Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:309
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:310
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:311
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:312
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Instructor, stage shot, Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968
   UARC PIC 1800:313
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Instructor, stage shot, Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968
   UARC PIC 1800:314
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:315
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:316
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:317
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Motion Pictures Department, UCLA on location. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:318
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Play 'The Crucible' at UC Davis. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:319
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Student on Dr. G. Ledyard Stebbins field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:320
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Rene Magritte Exhibit, Art Gallery, Barrow Lane. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:321
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Rene Magritte Exhibit, Art Gallery, Barrow Lane. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:322
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Rene Magritte Exhibit, Art Gallery, Barrow Lane. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:323
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Rene Magritte Exhibit, Art Gallery, Barrow Lane. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:324
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Rene Magritte Exhibit, Art Gallery, Barrow Lane. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:325
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Riverside, Dr. Sudha Ras, Ph.D., Entomology. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:326
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, segregating pupae, Dr. Shorey's Lab. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:327
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Dr. Lyle Gaston. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:328
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, hydroponics. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:329
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Humanities Building, arch, south porch. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:330
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, bell. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:331
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine, Tony Delap, instructor, Art Department. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:332
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine, student, Art Department. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:333
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine, student, Art Department. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:334
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, Provost Page Smith, first registration day. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:335
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, first registration day. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:336
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, Provost Page Smith in background, first registration day. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:337
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, Provost Page Smith in background, first registration day. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:338
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, first luncheon on campus, Chancellor McHenry. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:339
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, first luncheon on campus, Chancellor McHenry. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:340
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Dr. Pierre Delattre, Linguistic Lab. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:341
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Dr. Pierre Delattre, Linguistic Lab. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:342
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Santa Barbara, Dr. Pierre Delattre, Linguistic Lab. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:343
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, phonetic voice characters. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:344
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Bodega Bay Tide Pools. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:345
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Bodega Bay Tide Pools. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:346
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Bodega Bay Tide Pools. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:347
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Bodega Bay Tide Pools. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:348
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Tahoe Alumni Recreation Center. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:349
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, UCLA meeting. 1968
UARC PIC 1800:350
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, UCLA meeting. 1968
UARC PIC 1800:351
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, Dr. Roderick Gorney, psychiatrist from UCLA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:352
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, Dr. Roderick Gorney, psychiatrist from UCLA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:353
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, Dr. Elof Carlson, UCLA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:354
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, audience, UCLA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:355
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, lecturer, Dr. Elof Carlson, UCLA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:356
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, Dr. Elof Carlson, UCLA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:357
    Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, Dr. Roderick Gorney, UCLA. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:358
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, Marin building, Dr. Elof Carlson, UCLA. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:359
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension; irrigated fields and pipes, Salinas Valley. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:360
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension; irrigated fields and pipes, Salinas Valley. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:361
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Paul Masson Vineyards, Soledad, CA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:363
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Leaching ponds near El Centro, CA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:364
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, salt extrusions near El Centro, CA. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:365
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, citrus trees, sunrise near Palm Desert. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:366
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, picking citrus fruit near Palm Desert, Foster Ranch. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:367
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, Benjamin Foster and citrus tree. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:368
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, palm and orange trees near Palm Desert. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:369
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, palm and orange trees near Palm Desert. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:370
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, palm trees near Cathedral City. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:371
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, palms, irrigation near Palm Desert, Coachella Valley. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:372
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Redwood Forest, Founder's Grove. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:373
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Shapes, Northern California, burned tree trunk, water. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:374
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Log debarking, Pacific Lumber Company, Fort Bragg. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:375
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Log debarking, Pacific Lumber Company, Fort Bragg. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:376
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Crown Simpson Corporation, Eureka, wood chips. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:377
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Crown Simpson Corporation, Eureka, wood chips. 1966 August UARC PIC 1800:378
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Dr. Burt Litton, instructor, Meadow Valley Forest Station. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:379
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. John Lawrence, Donner Lab, Range Body Counter. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:380
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joseph D. Lohman, criminologist. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:381
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, 'The Hill' Lawrence Research Lab from parking structure near University Hall. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:382
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Harvey White, Lawrence Hall of Science under construction. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:383
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Harvey White, Lawrence Hall of Science under construction. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:384
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, 'The Hill' Lawrence Research Lab from parking structure near University Hall. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:385
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joseph D. Lohman, criminologist. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:386
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, pre-football game parade. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:387
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Horus Band at Sather Gate. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:388
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, historic cyclotron. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:389
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Berkeley, Space Sciences Lab. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:390
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Donald Glaser. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:391
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Nello Pace and monkey. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:392
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Joel Hildebrand. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:393
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Stephen Pepper in window pane of his home. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:394
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Stephen Pepper in window pane of his home. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:395
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Edwin McMillan at Beavatron console. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:396
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Mark Twain Collection, Henry Nash Smith and Fred Andewon. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:397
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Melvin Calvin in the Lab of Chemical Biodynamics. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:398
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Greek Theater performance of 'Elektra'. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:399
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Greek Theater performance of 'Elektra'. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:400
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Plaza near Sather Gate from Dwinelle Hall roof. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:401
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joseph Lohman, criminologist. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:402
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Greek Theater performance of 'Elektra'. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:403
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine, student in Drama Department. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:404
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine campus scene. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:405 ark:/28722/bk0016v2t2m
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Irvine, William J. Pereira, planner, architect. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:406
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine, student in Drama Department. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:407
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine campus scene. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:408
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine campus scene. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:409
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine campus scene. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:410
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine campus scene, taken from porch of Physics Building. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:411
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Irvine campus scene, taken from porch of Physics Building. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:412
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara Engineering student. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:413
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara student. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:414
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, mirror in student bookstore. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:415
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara student. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:416
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, brass choir concert in music court through trees. 1967
  UARC PIC 1800:417
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Museology. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:418
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Dr. Maynard Amewire, UC experimental vineyard near Oakhurst. 1966
  UARC PIC 1800:419
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, students on Dr. Stebbins’ field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:420
  Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Museology. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:421
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, cellars, Enology building, George McCook, Enologist. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:422
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Davis, cellars, Enology building, George McCook, Enologist. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:423
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Dr. Harold Urey. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:424
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego fountain into the sun. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:425
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Dr. Per Sholander and the Alpha Helix at the Nimitz facility. 1966
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, student and child. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:427
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, tutorial student and Navajo girl at the Sherman Indian School. 1966
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, tutorial student and Navajo girl at the Sherman Indian School. 1966
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Dr. John Middleton. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:430
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, student at harpsicord. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:431
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, tutorial student and Navajo girl at the Sherman Indian School. 1966
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, History class at home of Dr. Robert V. Hine. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:433
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, student operated radio station. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:434
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Physics student. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:435
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, first registration day, Page Smith in background. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:436
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, fountain. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:437
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, painting class. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:438
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Santa Cruz, painting class. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:439  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, campus scene. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:440  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside Bell. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:441  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA tutorial in Watts. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:442  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Environmental and Urban Design Studies. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:443  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Plasma Torch Chemistry Department. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:444  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Theater Arts. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:445  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Japanese musicians, Guiberson Garden, Bel Air. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:446  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Japanese musicians, Guiberson Garden, Bel Air. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:447  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Sculpture Court, Henry Moore sculpture. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:448  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Sculpture Court, Henry Moore sculpture. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:449  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA Sculpture Court, Henry Moore sculpture. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:450  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Willard F. Libby. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:451  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Jacoby and executive group. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:452  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Jan Popper. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:453 ark:/28722/bk0016v2t35  
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Knudsen Hall facade, from east. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:454  
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UCLA, Dr. William N. Hanafee, radiologist. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:455
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA - Jules Stein Eye Clinic. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:456
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Jacoby and executive committee. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:457
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Richmond Field Station, engineering testing machine. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:458
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Richmond Field Station, engineering testing machine. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:459
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Richmond Field Station, landing field lighting experiment. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:460
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Calvin Jackson conducting. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:461
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Extension class in Los Angeles home. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:462
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Lake Arrowhead Conference Center, audience. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:463
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Berkeley tutorial, woman with child. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:464
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Berkeley tutorial, woman with child. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:465
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Bodega Station, beach and surf. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:466
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCSF Medical Center, open heart surgery. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:467
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Dr. Pierre DeLattre. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:468
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Dr. Edward L. Triplett, Television instructor. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:469
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, Computer Lab student. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:470
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Santa Barbara, Student. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:471
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Scope and Content Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Santa Barbara, Art Department, welding sculpture. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:472
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Santa Barbara, Music Court concert. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:473
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Santa Barbara Library. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:474
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Santa Barbara Library. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:475
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, geology field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:476
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, geology field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:477
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, geology field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:478
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, geology field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:479
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, student in the Drama Department. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:480
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC Riverside, history class at the home of Professor Hine. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:481
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, fence painting. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:482
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, fence painting. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:483
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, fence painting. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:484
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, detail of fireplace and chimney at the Student Union. 1968
   UARC PIC 1800:485
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, detail of fireplace and chimney at the Student Union. 1968
   UARC PIC 1800:486
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, convocation at the Humanities Building. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:487
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, convocation at the Humanities Building. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:488
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Carillon Tower under construction. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:489
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, hydroponics. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:490
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC Riverside, hydroponics. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:491
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, segregating pupae. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:492
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, segregating Lygus hesperus at Dr. Stern's Lab. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:493
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Air Pollution Lab. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:494
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Dr. John T. Middleton. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:495
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Dr. John T. Middleton, green house in background. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:496
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Chancellor Emil Mrak. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:497
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Roland Peterson Art Department. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:498
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, outdoor class with horse. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:499
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Melvin Calvin in lab with students. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:500
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC Davis, stylized figure, Art Department. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:501
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, gazebo, shields Memorial Grove. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:502
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Dr. G. Ledyard Stebbins with students on field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:503
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Dr. G. Ledyard Stebbins with students on field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:504
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Dr. G. Ledyard Stebbins with students on field trip. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:505
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Dr. G. Ledyard Stebbins. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:506
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, controlled pollination. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:507
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, controlled pollination. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:508
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, canal. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:509
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, road towards Leesburg. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:510
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC Berkeley, Dr. Joel Hildebrand. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:511
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joel Hildebrand. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:512
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joel Hildebrand, on the balcony of his office. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:513
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Steven Pepper in the window of his home. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:514
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Steven Pepper in the window of his home. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:515
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Melvin Calvin with students in the lab. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:516
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Melvin Calvin with students in the lab. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:517
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. David Crech, psychologist. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:518
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joseph Lohman, criminologist. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:519
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Peter Selz and model, new art gallery. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:520
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC Berkeley, Dr. John Lawrence and multiple body counter. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:521
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Social Service Department, Peter Abenheim, consultant. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:522
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Social Service Department. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:523
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, pre-football game parade detail. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:524 ark:/28722/bk0016v2t58
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Scope and Content Note
   Tuba players in front of the Campanile.
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, plaza north of Student Union. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:525
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, plaza north of Student Union. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:526
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Eucalyptus Grove, Forester's Grove. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:527
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Eucalyptus Grove. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:528
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Eucalyptus Grove. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:529
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC Berkeley, flowering tree against dark forest, Springer Gate. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:530
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Lawrence Hall of Science, under construction. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:531
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, Lawrence Hall of Science, Dr. Harvey White. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:532
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, view from Sather Tower. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:533
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Berkeley, audience at Charter Day. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:534
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, tutorial group at Golden Gate Park. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:535
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC San Diego, Urey Hall. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:536
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC San Diego, Dr. Harold Urey. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:537 [ark:28722/bk0016v2t6]
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC San Diego, Dr. Harold Urey. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:538
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC San Diego, campus detail. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:539
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
UC San Diego, Dr. John Stewart, Provost, John Muir College, site of new college. 1968
UARC PIC 1800:540
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC San Diego, fountain. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:541
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

I.G.P.P. Long Wharf, San Diego. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:542
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Geology field trip in Joshua National Monument. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:543
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC San Francisco Medical Center from Golden Gate Park. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:544
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Santa Barbara bulletin board. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:545
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, Dramatic Arts building in Fine Arts Complex. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:546
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UCLA, moonrise. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:547
  Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UCLA, additions to Health Sciences Center. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:548
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UCLA, North Campus. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:549
  Physical Description: 1 photographic print
  Additional Note
  Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
**UCLA from Stadella Ave. in Bel Air. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:550
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UCLA sculpture. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:551
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UCLA sculpture details. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:552
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UCLA, sculpture in front of New Arts Building. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:553
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UCLA, Theater Arts Department. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:554
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UC Berkeley, The magnetic coil of ’ALICE’, Charles C. Damm, physicist, Livermore Lab. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:555
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

**UC Berkeley, Chemical Biodynamics Lab; aka, Calvin Lab. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:556
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UC Berkeley, Urban Renewal Project, College of Environmental Design. 1968**
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

**UC Berkeley, Doe Library. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:558
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

**UC Berkeley, class change campus scene. 1968** UARC PIC 1800:559
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.
[UC Berkeley] UCLA [sic], California Memorial Stadium, view to the east [i.e. northwest] 1968 UARC PIC 1800:560
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, New citrus field near Riverside. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:561
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Thunderheads, Anza-Borrego Desert. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:562
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Humanities Building. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:563
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Bell Tower and pampas grass. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:564
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Bell Tower, bicycles near Humanities Building. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:565
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Bell Tower from Humanities Building, view north. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:566
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Riverside, Bell Tower and tree. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:567
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, Bell Tower and eucalyptus tree. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:568
UC Riverside, Geology class, Dr. Eaton at Joshua Tree National Park. 1968
UARC PIC 1800:569  ark:/28722/bk0016v2t8x
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Additional Note
Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Riverside, construction, addition to Humanities Building, corner of Jules Stein, Eye Clinic at right. 1968 UARC PIC 1800:570
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UCLA, Social Sciences Building, from top of the Arts Building. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:571
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, moon rise from near Resident’s Hall. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:572
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, class change campus scene, from top of old Physics Building. 1966
   UARC PIC 1800:573
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Urban Design, George Dudley. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:574
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Jacobi and executive group. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:575
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Dr. Mellankopf and Dr. Hanafee at Medical Center. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:576
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UCLA, Moot Court, Law Department. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:577
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Diego, Administration Building, into sun. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:578
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, art building, residence hall and lagoon. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:579
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Barbara, poster board in office of foreign students. 1966  UARC PIC 1800:580
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Santa Cruz, campus scene. 1968  UARC PIC 1800:581
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
   Additional Note
   Photo not dated, from Centennial Series 1968, actual date could be from 1966 through 1968.

UC Davis, students on bicycles in front of library. 1968  UARC PIC 1800:582
   Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Breezeway Dome, small figure, Arts Building. 1967  UARC PIC 1800:583
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, Breezeway Dome, small figure, Arts Building. 1967  UARC PIC 1800:584
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Davis, facade of Arts Building. 1967  UARC PIC 1800:585
   Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Davis Administration Building. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:586
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center, open heart surgery. 1965 UARC PIC 1800:587
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco, studying electron microscope picture. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:588
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC San Francisco Medical Center from DeYoung Museum Tower. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:589
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley Memorial Stadium from southwest. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:590
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Doe Library. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:591
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Calvin's Laboratory. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:592
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, plaza near Sather Gate. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:593
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. James Hart, Chairman of the English Department. 1967
UARC PIC 1800:594
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley Livermore Laboratory, Dr. Damm, central coil of 'ALICE' machine. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:596
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joseph D. Lohman, criminologist. 1967 UARC PIC 1800:597
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. William F. Giaque, cryogenic apparatus. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:598
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Dr. Starker Leopold in center. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:599
Creator/Collector: Adams, Ansel
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
Scope and Content Note
Curator Seth Benson in background, left, and ornithologist Ned K. Johnson at right.

UC Berkeley, Dr. Harvey White, construction of Lawrence Hall of Science. 1966
UARC PIC 1800:600
Physical Description: 1 photographic print
UC Berkeley, Dr. Joel Hildebrand, Hildebrand Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:601
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joel Hildebrand, Hildebrand Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:602
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

UC Berkeley, Dr. Joel Hildebrand, Hildebrand Hall. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:603
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Bodega Bay Station, Bodega Marine Studio, beach and surf. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:604
Physical Description: 1 photographic print

Agricultural Extension, orchard near Riverside. 1966 UARC PIC 1800:605
Physical Description: 1 photographic print